
Day 2 Tai Chi / Chi Gong Home Study  

 

Cannot believe we just completed week 1 of the self quarantine in an effort to control the spread 

of the Virus. I hope everyone is doing well and making good use of this time around your homes, 

cleaning closets etc..... 

 

Shockingly enough I learned that the Covid Virus is not a new virus and not the first time a 

pandemic in this manner has occurred, but times have changed with travel which has affected the 

impact of this Virus, and lets remember its definitely a new experience for us here and now.  

 

The here and now is a topic we discuss in Tai Chi quite often knowing we cannot change the past 

but we can affect the future by making the right decisions NOW. I hope this Day 2 Tai Chi 

Home Study finds everyone paying attention to the guidelines of self quarantining laid out before 

us by the professionals.  

 

Feng Shui.... 

So back to the here and now I would like to talk a little on Feng Shui and what it is, but before 

that, lets discuss CHI or Qi. Chi or Qi exists and it is the life force that is in us as well as around 

us. One of the most important aspects to Qi is our bodies, the second is our home, this is where 

the Feng Shui comes in. Today I would like everyone to focus on the walking areas in your home 

to make sure that from the front door and through out the home you have a safe walking path to 

travel. Take a walk around from the front door a couple times and take every possible path or 

turn you can to insure all the pathways and turns you have are free from obstacles that you may 

trip over. These obstacles could be something like a side table with legs or a foot stool, make 

sure every pathway in your home is safe. 

 

Chi Gong ....  

WE STAND WE BREATH That’s our motto. We know how important it is to keep the leg 

muscles STRONG and working together as a TEAM and the consequences if we don’t. 

Remember standing and walking is one of the best exercises we can practice day by day. Today 

and tomorrow I would like every one to practice mindful focus on your standing movements and 

try to stand and walk around for an hour. This can include standing and stretching also, not 

sitting, Stand up strait, walk and stand and stretch as you begin to tidy up any POISON ARROW 

places of danger in your home. Loll that’s what Feng Shui calls an inauspicious location. This 

may seem like a very non Chi Gong exercise but it all incorporates into one. When you do 

stretch I am going to ask everyone to focus on that area of study inside of our bodies the Liver 

and the Gallbladder. Use your creative imagination and try to stretch THAT AREA WE STUDY 

IN THE SPRING...  

First stand with legs firmly rooted to the floor 12 “ rule applies here, legs apart, as you Stand 

begin to relax in your solid earth position before you begin. Remember turn the TV off and today 

I have to say listen to the wind and the rain sound as the earth cleanses it self out side, slowly 

begin to twist from one side to the other holding the position and breathing into the position to 

open and expand the lungs. Try to hold each movement for 3 spring like breaths. Repeat each 

side 3 times please. Again don’t forget to focus on the Liver and the Gallbladder.  



 

Tai Chi - Guidelines for the day 

Today I would like everyone again to continue to read the forms in this written format below 

before trying to do them. I will be going over this form study in the next couple days to focus on 

the actual rooting positions and it will take more then the three hours I have already put into 

todays Home Study. Just remember ...  

 

TOGETHER WE STAND AND WE BREATH  

 

1. Preparation - This is the opening form done in 3 basic movements … Bamboo which is a 

DOUBLE ROOTED, example of the root study to come, form with feet approximately 1 

inch apart. This is a good form to do to help open up the pressure points located in the 

bottoms of your feet. We know this as shifting forward and back with out releasing the 

triple warmer or lower Dan Tien area of the foot off the floor. Bamboo is followed by the 

Lifting Hands form otherwise known as Preparation when we slowly lift the hands up 

then back down. The final form is known as The Opening Form where we shift left and 

lift our hands then take a side step to the right, still facing our 12 o’clock position. ( this 

is a great form to start with also in our home study)  

2. Ward off Left followed (3 o’clock) by Ward off Right (12 o’clock) to Combing of the 

horses mane  

3. Grasping of the Birds Tail form ( Outward ball left followed by center line ball right at 

your 3 o’clock position adoring pearls to your farther right position Outward ball again to 

the left side followed by the GRASPING OF THE BIRDS TAIL FORM AT 3 O’clock 

again. 

4. Roll back and push followed by floating (Pigeon Toe with the right foot) start by sitting 

back into the left leg around 75 % weight allowing for the pigeon toe turn with the the 

right foot in toward the left foot to the left to ………. 

5. Single - Single Whip right hand in crane beak form. Shift 75 % now left enough to lift the 

right heel up then turn your chest to the right for the …… 

6. Wide embrace form ….shift right then turn left heel back then root left. (Rooting left 

would mean right foot rests next to the left ankle or leg. Side step now out with the right 

leg bringing the Left hand inside the right elbow blocking to the right side into the …..  

7. Shoulder Strike form.  

8. White Crain Stretching Wings form Now shift your weight all the way right bringing the 

left leg 90 % forward just gently touching the ball of the foot to the floor. Heavenly hands 

follows here with a brush knee turn step 90% to your left side we know this form as Quan 

Yin then Brush knee turn left again this time rooting completely left. (This would mean 

right foot resting next to the left ankle) remember the second brush knee turn step is a 5 

minute turn.  

9. the second brush knee turn to the left is the 5 minute turn.  

10. (DEFLECT ,INTERCEPT AND PUNCH) Sword in Sheath-here we are in our 20 minute 

turn position. For the first move we begin with hand in the left side position, right fist in 

left palm, we lift both hands up the left side keeping the elbows for this form down in 

upper body block form then we lift the right knee up as to turn right this time back or as 

close as you can to 12 O’clock. Double root as lower right fist to the right hip then shift 



right releasing the left leg up and bringing it forward to the 12 O’clock position 

DOUBLE ROOT here and follow by the right hand punch. (WITHDRAWAL AND 

WIPE OFF) Twist and turn left here opening only the right palm up toward the 

ceiling.(FINAL CRANE LANDING FORM) begin to shift left finally rooting left while 

raising both arms up toward the ceiling, like a WHITE CRANE LIFTING ITS WINGS 

UP, side step right out approximately 12 inches DOUBLE ROOTING then lower hands 

downward and then up to WU CHI.  

 

Let us all together hope and pray for our own safety and the safety of those we love. Hard to 

believe I am saying this but sometimes we need to sacrifice ourselves for the safety of others.... 

WHAT? THATS DEEP.... 

 

 

KEEP STRONG and SAFE  

 

Melissa  

 


